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OVERVIEW
OVERVIEW
The average office worker uses 10,000 sheets of paper
a year. That’s 20 reams of paper.1
For fleet operations, that can be thousands of work
orders, purchase orders, vehicle history reports,
warranties or other information that need to be
tracked and stored. This introduces the risk for
misfiling, misplacing or mistakenly throwing away
thousands of sheets of paper that include important
information on a fleet’s vehicles and assets. If that
information doesn’t get recorded and filed, vehicles
will be missing data that could be vital to their
maintenance and warranty records.
To bypass this problem, more fleets are opting to have
paperless shops. This allows fleet operations to use
fleet management software to create and assign work
orders, submit purchase orders, and store and gather
key information on vehicles. This lets staff members
access data and work orders and allows all information
to be stored and secured electronically.
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IMPROVED
OVERVIEWORGANIZATION
AND ACCURACY
Running a paperless shop allows fleet operations
to keep key information all within the fleet
management software. This makes the operation
more organized and makes important data
accessible by all staff members who use the
software system.
With paper forms, fleets risk losing work orders.
This can lead to delays in service requests and
can potentially keep vehicles off the road longer.
Using handwritten work orders can also pose the
risk of the recipient misreading or misinterpreting
the written notes on the WO. With paper forms,
operations also risk losing important forms like
warranty information, claims, vehicle history and
purchase orders.
Using paperless tools can help fleet operations
bypass these issues. Storing all information in
fleet management software modules allows
forms to be accessible via the system. This helps
ensure information is not misplaced and is
instead entered into the software. It can also help
improve workflows for employees as those with
access to the software can assign and access
tasks and information as needed. Work orders
can be created and assigned to specific
individuals, removing the risk of a paper form not
getting to the correct person. The technicians can
then record notes into the work order, track
hours and check parts inventory -- all without
passing a piece of paper between departments.
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OVERVIEW
ACCURATE TIME TRACKING
IMPROVE LABOR TRACKING
Paperless shop solutions can function as a time clock, allowing
technicians to track their time per task into the software. This
eliminates the guesswork regarding how much time a job takes
to complete. As technicians complete work orders, they can
record their time directly into the system.
This time-tracking feature enables management to allocate
labor resources with accuracy and priority, and it allows fleet
operations to identify training and hiring needs. If routine
maintenance tasks are taking too long to complete, it can
identify areas where workflows need to be enhanced, or
employees need more training. It can also expose areas where
the operation is understaffed if delayed tasks are due to a lack
of resources.
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INCREASE SPEED AND PRODUCTIVITY
Paperless shop modules provide technicians with the necessary informa@on for maintaining a
vehicle ̶ including repair history and warran@es – right at their ﬁnger@ps. This eliminates the need
for technicians to waste @me trying to track down paperwork. Instead they can access important
vehicle records in real-@me via the soDware.
Allowing technicians to quickly access informa@on in the soDware results in quicker responses and
notes on work orders. The sooner technicians receive work orders, the faster they can start the
request. Having the work order submiGed through the system also allows the technician to check
the parts inventory before beginning the job. This provides faster communica@on between the
technicians and the parts room, as well technicians and drivers.

OVERVIEW
ENHANCE ACCURACY
Utilizing paperless shop solutions instead of
forms helps increase the accuracy of a fleet
operation. Handwritten forms can be difficult for
technicians, managers and drivers to decipher.
Instead of guessing at what is written, staff
members can easily read the requests and
information in the software system.
Handwritten orders and information invite room
for error. Staff members might mistakenly write
the wrong number or record the wrong
information. There is no way to prevent this error
– or even notice it – unless it happens to be
caught by another person.
In paperless solutions, the software can help
prevent these errors. If time is entered
incorrectly, or the wrong number of parts is
recorded, the system can help alert staff
members to potential errors.
Paperless solutions also help protect vehicle
information. While paper forms with vehicle
history and warranty information can be
misplaced or discarded, the information entered
into the software solution will be saved.
This allows technicians to quickly look up a
vehicle’s history during a service appointment to
look at past work. It also allows managers to
check if parts are under warranty before new
parts are ordered.
Paperless solutions help keep all of a vehicle’s
information in one place.

FINANCIALLY AND
OVERVIEW

ENVIRONMENTALLY BENEFICIAL

Transforming to a paperless shop can provide both ﬁnancial and
environmental beneﬁts for opera5ons. Going paperless allows companies
to use less paper, which helps save money and reduces the amount of
waste the opera5on is genera5ng.
Fleet Services at Indiana University experienced both of these beneﬁts
when they turned to paperless shop to win a campus-wide contest.
To promote sustainability eﬀorts throughout the campus, Indiana
University challenged all departments to reduce their paper usage. The
Fleet Services department looked for ways to reduce their prin5ng of
reports and other documents.
With reports accoun5ng for the bulk of their prin5ng needs, the team
determined they could use the paperless shop module more eﬃciently
and run the daily reports as PDF ﬁles. Instead of prin5ng reports and work
orders, they began sending them to managers by email as needed.
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By u5lizing the paperless shop module, the Fleet Services team won the
university’s challenge by elimina5ng 80 percent of its paper usage.
“Without the capabili5es in Paperless Shop we would have not been able
to win the challenge,” Amanda Wilson, ﬂeet manager at Fleet Services at
Indiana University, said2.

CONCLUSION
Paperless shop modules can improve opera5ons’ organiza5on and accessibility, labor tracking,
produc5vity, and ﬁnancial and sustainability status. Paperless shop modules allow opera5ons to
eliminate paper forms – and the risks that come with them – and store the informa5on in soSware
systems that are accessible by staﬀ members. This can improve workﬂows and produc5vity by
elimina5ng 5me spent tracking down paper forms and informa5on on vehicles. Paperless shop
solu5ons also help eliminate the need for paper, allowing the opera5on to save money and reduce
paper waste.
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